
Performance Preview and Content Advisory

Performances: May 10th, 2023 – May 14th, 2023 at Magnuson Park Theatre in Magnuson Park,
7120 62nd Ave NE, Seattle, WA 98115

Production Length: The show will run approximately 2 hours and 30 minutes with one 15-
minute intermission.

Author’s Note: Fame - The Musical is set in New York City, in the old High School of
Performing Arts Building on 46th Street East of Broadway, just off Times Square, during the
years 1980-1984. It concerns the last group of students and teachers to inhabit this grand, historic
(some might say ancient) edifice, following them on a four-year journey from freshman term
through graduation.

PARENT NOTE: Only parents and guardians are qualified to determine what is appropriate
for their children. This guide is a tool for families to decide if this production is right for them. A
copy of the script can be viewed in our office. Please email office@broadwaybound.org to
arrange a time to read it.

Suggested Rating: PG-13

______________________________________________________________________________



Script Content Details – Please note that the following contains plot spoilers.

Violence: a teacher slaps a student’s face

Racism: Stereotypical depictions of a Latin character and a Black character, racial prejudice

Language: Mature language is used periodically throughout the show. The word “ass” is used
twice, the word “shit” is used twice, the word “bitch” is used twice, the word “damn” is used
once, “slut” is used once

Sexual Content: Remarks by characters sexualizing various bodies parts, a song by one
character that discusses his erection and masturbation

Drug/Alcohol Use: One character sings about smoking cannabis, a character sings about crack
dealers, coke, tokes, and blow, one character takes “uppers” and then becomes addicted to
alcohol and cocaine, smoking tobacco

Other: Fatshaming, character death by drug overdose, sexual exploitation
______________________________________________________________________________

Reasons Why Broadway Bound Chose FAME THE MUSICAL:
When choosing shows for our seasons, we consider a variety of factors. We look for shows that
have high artistic merit; if the show is relevant and interesting for our participants and audience;
what kind of challenges the production offers by way of skill sets for all those involved; and if
the show is available for licensing. Broadway Bound aims to provide students with opportunities
to explore these topics in a safe and welcoming space while teaching them skills in acting, dance,
and music in this ambitious production. The themes in FAME are still as relevant as they were
when it was written in 1988.

CASTING NOTICE

This musical features open dialogue on the intersectionality of socio-economic status, race,
gender, sexuality, and age and how they affect and shape the characters’ lives. There are some
characters who are specifically written as Black/African-American and Latiné/Latinx. Broadway
Bound will cast only those who identify as the race of the character as written in an effort to limit
white-washing characters in live-theatre. In the event that students do not audition to play these
characters as written, Broadway Bound will consider canceling the production.


